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THE SUGARHOUSES OF SHREWSBURY

Longer days in February and March have a unique tendency to stir the energies of many of our fellow “Shrewsberries”
as well as Vermonters in general. This “stirring” is a result of
a silent phenomenon occurring in our maple trees as sap
begins to flow and winter starts to leave hints as to the coming of something besides additional snowflakes. For the past
couple of years, I used the opportunity as I drove the roads
of our fair town to take photographs of our local sugarhouses that I happened to see in operation. Some, I simply took
from the roadway so as to not disturb the operators within as
they labored at their sweet chores. Others, I either stopped
in or was invited in where the folks, many of them my firefighter brothers in the SVFD, eagerly welcomed me. Some
showed me the workings of their modern and expensive
equipment, whereas others I simply sat back and observed.
While in one sugarhouse at the Ridlon Farm, I mentioned
that I would offer to help, but I “had no idea what they were
doing!”

A carrot or two for Will’s old draft horses seemed to please
them as well. To this day, the Baptist church in that town
conducts their annual “sugar on snow” dinner in the spring.
Eating snow in those days of the 1950’s was actually a “nono” as our parents always cautioned us about the radioactive fallout in precipitation due to nuclear bomb testing all
over the world at that time. Maybe that is why our fingers
glow to this day (joking)! But that syrup on snow gave us a
“real” glow which made it all worthwhile.
Another memory was that of “sapsicles” (as opposed to
Popsicles). “Sapsicles” could be found hanging from maple
branches that had broken, oozed their sap, and on a cold
day, formed a large icicle or as we called them “Sapsicles”.
These were a wonderful free treat, just there for the picking
as we walked to and from school. Our neighborhood kids
would also save coffee cans, and we would tap a few of our
own trees in the backyard. Then we would convince our
parents to let us boil down the bits of sap into some sort of
sweet “goo” syrup on our kitchen stove tops. One had to be
careful to remove the dead flies and bits of bark from the
sap cans or our syrup would have more protein than we had
anticipated. Making your own “syrup” at nine or ten years old
made it taste better regardless
of the grade or color. We did
it ourselves!

This led me to nostalgic memories of my childhood in a
much simpler time. I grew up in Cavendish and attended a
little three room school house that educated eight grades. In
the third, fourth and fifth grade years, my teacher, Mrs.
Hemenway, would take our group, along with many parent
chaperones, to a local farm
known as “Will Atkinson’s”.
Each spring, Will had us come
to his hillside paradise where
the sugarhouse was in full
steam. As we went in, the
sweet aroma and sinus clearing smells of boiling sap immediately caught our attention.
Will would have us break into
small groups or work gangs to
either carry wood or go with
one of his helpers on the
sledge to gather sap from the
buckets on hundreds of roadside trees. I am not sure if he
was using us for educational
purposes or as a day of free
labor, but it sure was fun for
us. Riding on the horse drawn
sledge down the various back
roads was wonderful enough,
but at day’s end, our reward of
a “feast of yellow snow” made
Krueger-Norton Sugarhouse
our time most memorable.
Button Hill Road

Today, traveling about our
town of Shrewsbury, and attending the fire meetings, the
banter
about
sugaring
abounds.
Looking out my
back window on Copperas
Hill, I see the “boys of spring”
heading up in the dead of winter on 4-wheelers, snowmobiles, or snowshoes to tap the
bounty of our hills. The plastic
sap lines now have replaced
the buckets and produce
thousands of gallons of sap
instead of simply hundreds as
gathered in buckets in the old
days. We need not look far to
see these lines running
through our woods, across
roads, brooks and streams, all
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The majority of the sugar used in Vermont between the Civil W

SUGARHOUSES WITH LOTS OF MEMORIES

Dan Korngiebel Sugarhouse
Route 103

Williams Sugarhouse
Russellville Road

Bill Tabor’s Sugarhouse
Eastham

Maple Syrup Production on the Rise
According to the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), Vermont maple syrup producers set 5.67 million maple taps in 2018--the largest number of taps since 1928. It was
also a long season with sugar makers in the woods on average
52 days.
Shrewsbury’s Al Ridlon (who keeps an impressive journal of his
sugaring operation) has increased from 120 gallons in 2000
when he first started keeping records to 1,790 gallons in 2018.
He thinks the jump occurred because they had more trees to
tap, a new evaporator, and a vacuum system which brought
more sap out of the same number of taps. He says they
actually increased from one quart to ½ gallon per tap during
that period of time.

Sanderson Brothers Sugarhouse
on Mt. Holly Road built about 1940

Of the 4,259,000 gallons produced In the U.S. in 2018; the top
three producers per 1,000 gallons were:
Vermont 1.959
New York 802
Maine 539
Compare those figures to the New England Maple Museum
graph below and you’ll see just how much more syrup is produced today. There has been a HUGE increase!

Smith’s Sugarhouse
on Lottery Road but
originally situated on Keiffer Road
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SHREWSBURY’S WORKING SUGARHOUSES

Terry Martin’s Sugarhouse
Crown Point Road

Jesser’s Sugarhouse
Jesser Road

PVF Maple, LLC Sugarhouse
Adams Road

Russ Carrara Sugarhouse
Cold River Road

Smith Maple Crest Farm Sugarhouse
Lincoln Hill Road
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SHREWSBURY’S WORKING SUGARHOUSES

Oresman Sugarhouse
Orville Woods – Russellville Road

Ridlon Sugarhouse
Town Hill Road

Stewart Maple Sugarhouse
Route 103

Spring Lake Ranch Sugarhouse
Spring Lake Road

Severy’s Sugarhouse
Eastham Road

Krueger-Norton
Sugarhouse
Button Hill Road
(see front page)
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INSIDE SHREWSBURY’S SUGARHOUSES

Terry Martin checking the
syrup at his sugarhouse

Nate Elwert and Al Ridlon, Sr., observe Al Ridlon,
Jr., as he loads firewood at the Ridlon Sugarhouse

Phillip Severy helps out at the
Severy’s Sugarhouse

Ed Ryan stoking the fires at
the Jesser Sugarhouse

Orville Woods sampling the syrup at
Oresman Sugarhouse

SHEEP TO SUGAR TO SYRUP
A while back I called Jeff Smith to ask about the sugarhouse
across the road from where he lives. What I thought was a
simple question opened the doorway for Jeff to share his
enthusiasm and knowledge of maple sugaring in Shrewsbury. Thus…

Civil War sheet metal allowed for the creation of the tin can
followed by tin sap buckets with lids to keep out debris. Ball
Mason jars and cans came during that time, and sugar makers realized they could pack the 180° syrup in cans and began selling the liquid maple syrup.

Around mid-1800’s (pre-Civil War) the sheep industry folded
in Vermont. There were fewer trees and roughly 80% of the
land was not forested. Today it is the reverse, and roughly
80% is forested. Vermont needed a new industry so the
state and the towns got together to set up a program to provide maple trees to boost the maple sugaring efforts. The
farmers provided the labor to plant them, and you can see
some of the original trees on Darling Hill in the Northeast
Kingdom, Pudding Hill in Lyndonville, and right here in
Shrewsbury on Lottery Road. The trees were spaced according to plans, and plantings went on for several years.
They didn’t wait until the trees were very big (8” to 9” in diameter) before drilling holes and tapping. A maple tree
which was taken down at the Meeting House a few years
ago showed the tree rings and drilled holes to verify this.

Jeff says that back in the early days it took dedicated, hard
workers to produce maple syrup. He says there’s a sugarhouse with bunks on the walls up at the Rice’s, and the sugar makers went up with everything they needed. And they
stayed up there! They had to make one trip at a time, gather
the syrup in buckets, and haul it with oxen and horses to one
of the many small sugarhouses. Then the sap was boiled
down in the evaporators. Today we have reverse osmosis
and tubing networks that bring the sap to central locations.
It took ~35 years before the trees planted under Vermont’s
1880’s program produced record volumes of syrup in about
1917. Then there was a major slump that lasted over 90
years until 2011.
Oh!...about that question regarding the sugarhouse across
the street….it was originally situated on Keiffer Road. His
grandfather, Willard Henry Smith, took it down and brought it
to it’s current location “about” 1926 where he rebuilt it. However, a hurricane in October 1938 blew it down so he got to
rebuild it a second time! —By Chryl Martin

The majority of the sugar used in Vermont between the Civil
War and World War I was maple sugar (not syrup). Before
the Civil War sugar makers boiled the syrup in iron pots over
fires and made sugar cakes in molds. Water could then be
added to the sugar to make syrup. Around the time of the
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TAP TIME
When Al Ridlon Sr. was a boy he
collected some sugar taps and put
them in a box. He remembers that
there were wooden ones, some “right
rusty” ones, and one with a bent end.
Years later when his house was
moved across the road to its present
location he came across that box
once again.
Now those taps from his childhood
are part of a larger collection
prominently and proudly displayed on
the walls of his sugarhouse. There
are over 90 taps visible, but he says
there are many more in his collection. They represent the
history of sap spouts and some even have dates on them. Al
says he’s been collecting taps all his life and that the earilest
ones he has are from about 1875 “which is as far back as I
can remember” he adds with a chuckle!
Tin hydrometer
sugar tester from
bygone days

he says not very many use the really small taps. because
“it’s just too hard to find the hole in the tree when it’s that
small!”
He says the smaller holes definitely allow the trees to heal
more quickly. With the older, larger tap holes, air could get
into the tree constantly which isn’t good for the tree, and
they sometimes had to redrill the hole to get the sap running
again. Nowadays the smaller holes and spouts are healthier
for the trees. The check valve spouts have a ball that locks
out the air when the sap stops running, and it makes an air
tight hole. When the temperature rises again the valve
opens to release the sap and lets it run again. Al thinks that
the newer vavles help to increase sap production.

Not only can the changes in materials and shapes be
observed, but also the change in color over the years. The
older taps are all some shade of brown or black since they
were made of natural materials. The newer ones are plastic
and are white, blue, black, and sometimes green. All the
lines are plastic too and lighter colors are best for that
The original taps were pipe-like and made of wood. They because they don’t absorb sunlight which heats up the lines.
were about 8ʺ″ to 10ʺ″ long with a hole in one end and a
groove along the length to channel the sap. Many of these It’s not a museum, it’s a sugarhouse—but when you enter Al
were made from sumac because of its soft center. One of Ridlon’s sugarhouse you know there’s immense interest in
the oldest taps on display is a slender piece of wood that the history, preservation, and presentation of this industry
looks like a long cigar. Al thinks that it’s like the taps used by that means so much to Vermont. There are objects, but
the early settlers who learned to tap maple trees from the there are many more memories ready to be shared and
native American Indians. The tap stuck out from the tree and relived through the telling of stories not only at Al’s Sugar
sap dropped from it into a bucket that sat on the ground Shack but at many other sugarhouses in Shrewsbury and
throughout Vermont. —By Chryl Martin
underneath.
Article originally printed March 2013
Eventually a metal hook was added to the wood tap which
allowed the bucket to be hung on the tree. Then came
forged steel, tin, and now plastic taps. Another change over
the years has been the size of the tap hole in the tree.
When Al “was a kid” they only made 7/16” taps, but today’s
Early wood tap
taps can be found as small as 3/32”. Al uses a 5/16” hole;

Displays of taps in Al Ridlon’s Sugarhouse

New (top) and older tap holes

SHREWSBURY MAPLE PRODUCTS
These products can be purchased directly from the sugar makers.

Maple Syrup
Maple Cream
Maple Popcorn
Maple Spices
Maple Walnut Fudge
Maple Granulated Sugar
Maple Cream Cheese Spread
Maple Dressings & Marinades
Maple Sugar Candy and Hard Candy

SHREWSBURY SUGARHOUSES
Carrara Maple Syrup*
Jesser’s Vermont Gold*
Krueger-Norton Sugarhouse*
Martin Sugarhouse (family use)
No Udder Farm—Orville & Marsha Woods
PVF Maple, LLC (wholesale)
Ridlon Farm Vermont Maple, Inc
Smith Maple Crest Farm, LLC*
Severy Family Maple*
Spring Lake Ranch*
Stewart Maple
*Product also available at Pierce’s Store in Shrewsbury
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